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Winning the booking is a
core goal for any brand in
the travel, leisure and tourism
(TLT) industry. In a competitive
marketplace, it is no easy
feat. As choice expands
for travellers, how do you
differentiate your offering
enough to win the sale?
For over eleven years, Reckless

Reckless has built our very own

has worked with a range of brands

TLT community by attending

within the industry, helping

trade shows, hosting networking

them to stay one step ahead of

events and opening up meaningful

the digital landscape and the

conversations. Our proactive

challenges that it brings. As TLT

approach has enabled us to

specialists we take the time to

Activate Growth™ for our clients

understand the sector. This is not

by solving the challenges they face,

only achieved by consuming and

as well as the challenges faced by

crunching the latest reports, but

travellers, holidaymakers and day

we continuously converse with a

trippers that use their services.

range of brands operating
in the TLT sector.

This travel guide is a summary
of some of our top tips and
recommendations for the TLT
community, based on our work
in 2018. With 12 tips from various
stages of securing the booking,
the guide covers pre-booking,
research, inspiration, booking
and post-trip phases to support
your growth.
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Provide value that your
customers care about.

The Challenge

How do you
encourage frequency
and loyalty to create
a stable customer
base?
Securing frequent bookings

Tourist attractions tempting day-

from a loyal customer base is a

trippers to return with discounted

challenging prospect within TLT.

rates and leisure groups citing

Travellers are more empowered

exclusive perks to members only. In

than ever, with technical

some cases, a transactional reward

innovations making it increasingly

gains traction with travellers.

easier than ever for them to take

However, with 23% of customers

their custom elsewhere. With so

having a negative or no reaction

much choice, how can a business

to loyalty efforts (RaveReviews.org

ensure that customers engage

2018) you need to understand your

with their brand on more than

customers better to achieve

one occasion?

a returning customer base.

23% of
customers
have a
negative or
no reaction
to loyalty
efforts

Regular loyalty is not gained

campaign, fronted by Anna

by offering lower prices to

Kendrick, designed to entice direct

returning customers. Whilst price

bookings, rather than via third-

is important, it does not win a

party booking sites.

booking on its own. It is about
offering real value.

But loyalty means different
things to different audiences.

To do this, you need to take the

For example, a business traveller

time to uncover what is valuable

may have a budget they must

to your customers and why.

stick to, but value aspects such
as location and connectivity for

Let’s take the hospitality industry

their personal needs will be much

as an example. Many hotel chains

higher on their agenda.

offer rooms at lower rates to

“Regular loyalty
is not gained by
offering lower
prices to returning
customers.
It’s about offering
real value.”

travellers on a loyalty scheme or

CitizenM gets it right, with

a price-promise if you book direct.

their ‘home away from home’

A recent example of this is the

proposition. Business travellers

Hilton’s price-match guarantee

can kiss goodbye to soulless hotel
lobbies and embrace modern
living spaces with superfast Wifi.
Plus, added bonuses such as
24-hour access to great coffee
to fuel their business trip, or
purpose built rooms for client
meetings. These extra touches,
communicated in the right way,
are much more likely to win a
booking from a business traveller
over price alone.

Gaining loyalty is a topic
frequently debated within the TLT
community. You can easily spot
overt offerings that are used to
gain frequent custom. Airlines that
use air miles and hotels chains
offering price guarantees.
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Personalisation.
“Personalisation is the name of the

To get personalisation right

Our Brand and UX Consultancy

game in 2018 when it comes to

requires a connection between

services go one step further when

the travel customer experience.”

data and your customers and

it comes to understanding a full

(Skift, 2018). It has been cited as

it is here that many brands

customer persona. Yes, we use

delivering travellers personal value,

fall short. You may say you’re

data to build multiple personas,

which in turn, gains loyalty.

collecting data, but the question

however, we take important steps

But what is the best approach

is, are you collecting the data

to validate them.

to personalisation to encourage

that is important to support

a loyal customer base?

your customers and to evolve

How? We try the experience or

your customer experience in the

service for ourselves wherever

Personalisation isn’t about calling

right way? Throughout the visitor

possible. Or we speak directly to

customers by their name. True

journey, customers advertently and

the customers and ask them about

personalisation is about making an

inadvertently leave a trail of data,

all aspects of their buying journey.

emotional connection with your

across a wide range of touchpoints,

This enables us to create a true

customers on an individual level.

ready for you to sweep up and

snapshot of the customer, their

It is about building and nurturing

use appropriately.

expectations and their experiences

a meaningful and mutually
beneficial relationship between

We find too often, travel marketers

customer and brand across all

are fixed on traditional data

phases of their booking journey.

collection methods, acting like

And the pay off? “If a travel brand

chains restricting their data

tailored its information and overall

collection potential. Email, name

trip experience based on personal

and demographic data are ‘old

preferences or past behaviour,

hat’ when it comes to the digitally

36% would be likely to pay more

savvy consumer. Brands must

for their services.“

open their eyes and explore factors

(Google/Phocuswright, 2017).

“Personalisation isn’t about
calling customers by their name.
True personalisation is about making
an emotional connection with your
customers on an individual level.”
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and sense-check data and
research findings.

such as social cues and buying
behaviours to piece together all
parts of the puzzle.
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Making your online
experience simple to use
again, and again with ease.

Start with creating content-rich

This is by no means an exhaustive

landing pages, micro destinations

list, it provides some examples of

to highlight a specific product,

the different intent.

service or topics the brand is
particularly focused on. However,

Another effective step of

to get the best from your landing

supporting customers in their

pages, you must review your data

selection process is providing them

to understand your customer’s

with filters, also seen as simply

needs and if they can complete

asking the user what they want,

their task.

to get the information they want

Some examples are:
More information about 		

quickly and repeatedly.
A great example of this is for one

geographical areas

of our client’s Sodexo Prestige

Find out more about

range of different venues across

in-resort services (kid’s club,
entertainment programme)
Looking to compare prices
against competitors

Venues and Events, who have a
many different areas of the
country. We built the website
based on a navigation asking the
user what they want. By adding
this simple function, our client saw
a great uplift in interaction and
engagement and a decline
in bounce rate.

(https://conversionxl.com/guides/bounce-rate/benchmarks/)

Consumers that have left a
brand’s website and purchased
somewhere else this year due to
a poorly-curated experience.

prestigevenuesandevents.sodexo.com

The average bounce rate of a
website in the travel industry

(Accenture 2018 Personalization Pulse Check report)
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The Challenge

How do you transition
customers from the
research stage to
making that booking?

Create precise customer personas based
on search data and use 10X content.

Engaging content, linked to a

Many travel marketers have a

directly answering search queries

saying, ‘give me five amazing

well-thought-out SEO strategy,

weak foundation in which to base

that your target audience is likely

things to do in Anza-Borrego

is the key. Every bit of content

their content on. Target audience

to ask. 90% of blog articles posted

Desert State Park’, but rather,

should have a clear purpose.

groups (personas) must be based

on the internet are less than 600

‘what five things should I do in

Without purpose, content is a

on a combination of analytical

words, which means that users

June with kids on a budget in

wasted resource and is unlikely to

and Search data, plus feedback

can get fed up of pogo-sticking

Anza-Borrego.’” (Econsultancy,

generate results when converting

from the existing customer base.

in and out of websites to find the

2018). By taking the time to analyse

researchers into customers

Using analytical tools, marketers

information they need. We’ve

Google query data, the tourist

should spend time understanding

found that by writing long-form

board was able to conclude that

Your SEO strategy needs to both

the type of content audiences are

content, between 2,000 and

the type of questions people ask

support and supplement your

searching for online during the

10,000 words, users stay longer

are surprisingly specific.

Content plan. This enables the

planning stages of their booking

on your site, (time on site is a big

In response, Visit California

customer to reach the right

and analyse which content

ranking factor), and are far more

focused its content strategy on

content, at the right time, whilst

supports the user journey. Mapping

likely to bookmark your site, and

expanding travel guides for specific

also providing brilliant insights

content to precise buyer personas

are far more likely to convert into

locations. The guides offer detailed

into customer needs throughout

will encourage conversions and

customers. Many of our TLT clients

information that is targeted to

different seasons.

focus your content efforts.

have seen this as a very effective

specific audiences and their search

tactic when it comes to ranking for

queries.

The Reckless approach to driving

keywords and generating high-

customers towards making a

quality organic traffic.

booking is through 10X content.
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This is long-form content such

Visit California has taken this

as informative guides, industry

approach when it comes to

resources and thought leadership

content strategy. Lynn Carpenter,

pieces, to name a few. These all

Vice President for Visit California,

target a high volume of keywords,

commented “consumers aren’t
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The right content, to the right
people, at the right time.

Target user intent and make
content relevant.

Not all travel and leisure

TLT brands, therefore, need to

Powerful content is intuitive to user

An example of a sector that is

experiences are meticulously

capture this spontaneity, known as

intent. In order to target intent,

expected to tailor content to user

planned in advance. Travellers act

the Kairos Theory. Build this into an

travel marketers must really tune

intent is the fitness industry. If a

differently depending on how far

ongoing booking phase, become a

into precise search behaviour and

user searches ‘Hiit workout’ the

they need to travel and where

support and guide to travellers and

think about content relevance.

search engine results featured on

they are travelling from. Through

taking advantage of opportune

All too often marketers shape

the first page mostly include video

our own research and analysis,

moments for upselling.

their content around ranking

content. Why? Well, that’s because

we noticed with long-haul visitors

Think content that breeds

factors and their own service aims,

people don’t get fit by reading.

such as American travellers to the

spontaneity and inspiration.

ignoring how content should be

UK, they were less likely to book

communicated to best fit the need

activities in advance and opted for

Most phones now are ‘location-

in-destination purchases instead.

aware’, and travellers are

Google supports this by noting,

increasingly searching for terms

So what exactly do we mean by

“85% of leisure travellers decide on

such as ‘things to do near me’.

this? If a travel consumer is looking

activities only after having arrived

Travel brands should create

to book a luxury catamaran cruise

at the destination.” (Think With

destination-specific content,

whilst they’re on holiday in the

Google, 2017).

personalised for first-time

Maldives, a key selling point is

visitors, and ways to share

the stunning views that they will

experiences via social media to

experience during the trip.

create extra demand.

In this case, written content will

“85% of leisure travellers
decide on activities only
after having arrived at
the destination.”

of the customer.

not resonate in the same way as
A good example of this tactic

high-quality image galleries or

is from Airbnb. Playing the role

video content would. Therefore,

of a ‘local tour guide’, Airbnb

using word-count as a ranking

helps travellers experience new

factor, in this case, is redundant

destinations by tapping into its

as users are unlikely to engage.

vast hosting community to provide
host-led audio tours of certain
locations. Focusing on New York,
holidaymakers travelling with
Airbnb who are searching for
tourist destinations, or things to
do in Times Square, are prompted
by a ‘See New York with a Hosted
Walk’ option which serves up
content in-the-moment. Using
Google Maps and the Directions
API to direct the user to a primary
destination, the Airbnb host’s voice
simultaneously educates them as
they pass prime tourist attractions
and hot spots.
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Create FOMO and urgency.

The Challenge

How can we drive
people to book now
and not defer to later?

When thinking of urgency your

conditions or situations that make

mind most likely fixates on the

the customer feel compelled to

scarcity tactics used by brand like

act in order to resolve this state.

Booking.com. As users browse a

So whilst the urgency principle

specific hotel, they are updated

does yield results, it does not make

as other users make a booking.

sense for all TLT scenarios. If you

Time-related words such as

take a traveller looking to book a

‘hurry’, ‘last room’ and ‘book now’

luxury holiday or you want to offer

are used to instigate the feeling

a more discerning service. A series

that the user is about to lose an

of urgent messages informing this

opportunity. Psychologically, the

particular type of booking such

desire not to lose something is

as ‘Mark from Huddersfield has

perceived greater than the desire

just made a booking’ is unlikely

to gain something even if it is

to compel a booking. In reality, it

of equal value. This encourages

detracts from the feeling of luxury.

people to act quickly and make
‘of-the-moment’ decisions.

According to the TLT industry

Users are becoming wise to this
tactic so create urgency with

and Econsultancy, many of the
problems that affect conversions
are issues of cognitive friction.
People think too hard, wait too

However, urgency adds pressure

style and remember who your

to the digital buying journey.

audiences are and what they care

It relies on creating unpleasant

about. One size does not fit all.

long, or simply don’t respond
to our calls-to-action. (https://
econsultancy.com/unwelcome-

“People think too hard,
wait too long, or simply
don’t respond to our
calls-to-action.”
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www.booking.com

urgency-a-ux-trend-gone-too-far/)
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Eliminate doubt and choice
during planning stages.
To persuade customers to think

TLT brands must ensure that their

less at the point of booking, you

business is visible during this phase

need to eliminate doubt from the

and offer guidance.

outset and help them filter their
decision-making process.

A great example of using content

Inspiring and creating desire

making process is easyJet’s new

during the early planning stages of

‘Look&Book’ feature. Potential

the buying process is an effective

holidaymakers can book their trip

way of doing this. Before booking,

away by uploading an image of a

most consumers will conduct

destination that they like into the

research into the service or

easyJet app. The app will also give

product type they are considering.

recommended destinations to the

It is critical that businesses

user. Speaking to The Drum, Daniel

understand where and how

Young, Head of Digital Experience

their customers are searching for

at easyJet, said, “Look&Book will

information. “Over 1 in 3 travellers

help people to further explore

across countries are interested in

Europe with ease and open up

using digital assistants to research

new destinations and previously

or book travel, and they’re already

hidden holiday locations for a

searching for everything from

range of customers. It’s fantastic

hotels to flights, and things to do

how technology is enabling

in-destination.”

us to enhance and streamline

(Google/Phocuswright, 2017).

the customer search and

www.easyjet.com/en/look-book

to influence the decision-

booking experience.”
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Do not forget user
generated content and
social-proofing.

Positive comments about a brand,

Travellers are less likely to delay

AirBnB is a good example here.

service or product work to build

the booking process if they feel

They use social proofing as part

trust with new audiences and

confident in the company they are

of a thorough book and review

are much more powerful than

purchasing from. Needless to say,

process and use iconography to

brand-owned content.

businesses can only achieve brand

make review simple to filter.

positivity online by delivering

“80% of customers prefer to

To embrace the age of social

self-serve in order to get the

proofing and use it to your

information that they need.”

advantage, first and foremost,

(TechRadar, 2018). Travel

brands need to be present.

memorable customer experiences
from beginning to end,
across all touchpoints.

consumers collate a range of
information before making a
part of that process. It is easier
than ever before for consumers
to create a ‘true’ image of a
tourist attraction, hotel room or
entertainment experience.
In the age of Smartphones, UGC
is produced constantly. Reviews,
photographs and real-time
reactions are shared across forums
and social media channels for all
to see. Travellers, holidaymakers
and daytrippers trawl through
this type of content during the
research phase of the booking
process. They do it to gain insight
not only on the destination,
product or service, but the type of
personas that are associated with
the brand. People like me. This

This can be achieved by:
Building and implementing
a social media strategy that
captivates the target audience,
not just to share competitions
or pictures of destinations
Encouraging customers 		
to write testimonials and
reviews and provide owned
areas on your digital estate.
Think about segmenting
reviews into subjects they
care about
Working with relatable 		

www.airbnb.co.uk/rooms

decision and social proofing is

influencers within the sector
to promote your brand and
help you own something a bit
different to everyone else

helps cement their choices
over others.
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Use online tools to help the
customer choose and make
their selection simple.

The Challenge

How can technology
support more
booking wins?

Having an Online Booking Engine

spending hours in frustration with

that your customers can use to

clicks which don’t lead anywhere

book directly is an excellent asset.

or pages which do not load. This

It can make booking fast and

can prevent customers from

easy for your customers, and get

making a direct booking if the

them to feel excited and informed

process is so painful that they

about what to expect following

decide to book elsewhere.

their booking. It can also save

Your booking engine is often

you money and time. However,

your guests’ first experience of

we all know how bad it can be at

your services, so make sure that

the other end of the spectrum,

it is positive.
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An example of a brand who offer

every stage of the booking process

this is Vacation (www.vacation.

if you really want customers to

com), giving their customers a

make their booking with you.

sense of ownership by helping

For package-based bookings,

to build confidence about the

it is easy to enable travellers to

decision-making process. They

pick and choose elements of

have achieved this by building an

their travel experiences or filter

online tool that captures the

down their options to something

customer’s personal preferences

that is specifically suited to

before suggesting tailored

their preferences.

holiday packages.

www.vacation.com/plan-your-vacation

“Your booking engine is often
your guests’ first experience
of your services, so make sure
that it is positive.”

Personalisation should feature at

reckless.agency
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Opt for a lean user experience
and simple navigation,
don’t overcomplicate
the experience.
Many brands now have access

Don’t try to achieve all of your

to multi-layered CMS and

booking goals in one go. Take a

e-Commerce platforms offering

pain point in the customer journey

various extensions to supplement

and adapt it, test and apply

the customer experience. From

Bitesize stages to a project achieve

our experience, we can see how

great results.

Don’t settle for widgets.

Meet customer expectations by

their journey and help them

keeping the back end of your CMS

achieve what they need to do in

up-to-date. For help, try Google’s

fewer steps.

PageSpeed Insights tool; it will
custom recommendations for

engine, do not overcomplicate the

increasing your site’s speed. Ensure

journey you wish your customers

you have created best-in-class

to take. And, keep the process

user experiences on mobile and

clear. Finance companies now do

consider using Progressive Web

this very well for buying services,

Apps to bring the best of mobile

allowing customers to see where

sites and native applications to

they are in the buying process.

users, fast.

find is that many off-the-shelf

extremely important. It enables

booking engines come with

you to tailor the entire journey

widgets which you can place on

to your customer. For example, if

your own website to facilitate

you’re a luxury brand, you don’t

bookings. These are most

want a cheap looking experience

commonly found on restaurant

when your customer is parting

and hotel websites. For more

ways with their money.

you’ll sometimes be taken off-site

So your customer has just chosen

completely. Although these are

the holiday of their dreams, just

convenient and simple to drop into

need to checkout and job done.

your website, these widgets will

Right? If only it was that easy, once

almost certainly be hurting your

a customer enters the booking

bookings online, particularly

funnel, the real work begins.

if you have a multi-layered product.

Checkouts are a pivotal moment
in the customer journey and

rate your site’s load time and offer
As with our guide to the booking

Owning the booking process is

detailed bookings, often hotels,

customers react better to simpler
online experiences that manage

One of the key factors we often

To win the booking, you need to

businesses need to work hard in

own the booking. Most booking

order to achieve conversions.

systems will offer APIs which allow

The current industry average for

you to plug into their booking

cart abandonment is 69.89%, that’s

systems. A competent developer

over 2/3rds of potentially highly

will be able to use these APIs to

motivated customers.

build a custom booking journey on
your website.

Businesses must work hard to
achieve conversions. Therefore, it
is paramount that users do not
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at the final point of purchase.
You can also use the booking
journey to take key information
Abode Chester Widget

“Customers react better to
simpler online experiences
that manage their journey
and help them achieve
what they need to do in
fewer steps.”

encounter any element of difficulty

which you can use later on.
Perhaps you’re a restaurant that
is popular with tourists; you could
ask questions about their trip while
on the booking and offer to sign
post them to some great nearby
attractions.
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The conclusion
There is not a one-size-fits-all solution
when it comes to winning the booking.
However, there are consistent learnings
that all businesses within the TLT
industry can apply.

Useful links

Businesses must understand the multiple
buying personas so that a tailored marketing
strategy can be applied across every stage of
the sales funnel.
Loyalty and frequency rely on providing real
value. Businesses within the travel, leisure
and tourism industry should not focus
entirely on cost to gain repeat custom.
Effective online booking systems offer

https://www.thedrum.com/news/2018/09/28/anna-kendrick-fronts-hilton-s-first-celebrity-campaign
https://skift.com/2018/04/27/understanding-travels-personalization-revolution/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/state-of-marketing-personalization-is-getting-worse-accenturefinds/522806/
https://www.trekksoft.com/en/blog/65-travel-tourism-statistics-for-2019
https://econsultancy.com/unwelcome-urgency-a-ux-trend-gone-too-far/
https://marketingland.com/12-ways-use-urgency-psychology-improve-conversions-112603

flexibility and choice to the user. They should

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/new-consumer-travel-assistance/

also remove difficulty for digital consumers

https://www.thedrum.com/news/2018/10/01/easyjet-app-reveals-lookbook-feature-arranges-holidays-

and provide a seamless booking experience.
Don’t waste time creating content for
content’s sake. Content should be datadriven and written with the customer in
mind to aid conversions.
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http://loyaltytruth.com/does-a-hotel-need-a-loyalty-program-to-earn-your-loyalty/

reckless.agency

instagram-images
https://econsultancy.com/how-tourism-boards-are-using-personalised-content/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/mobile-influence-travel-decision-making-exploremoments/
https://www.slideshare.net/SearchMarketingExpo/why-general-ranking-factors-are-dead-by-marcus-tober
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Our experience
A selection of client case studies within Travel, Leisure & Tourism.

Part of Extrapolitan

Helping the UK’s largest manufacturer of luxury

Working with a worldwide alliance of

holiday homes and lodges to transform online

sightseeing tours to increase ticket sales, build

engagement with their customers. Direct

partnerships and continually improve the

enquiries skyrocketed with an innovative new

customer experience.

website and digital marketing strategy.

4000+

leads generated

145%

uplift in revenue YOY

Do you operate in the travel, leisure and tourism industry? Join our TLT digital
community and stay up-to-date with our exclusive industry events and insights.
The experienced team at Reckless looks to Activate Growth™ by using great
insights and honed best practice to deliver results and help brands succeed.

Part of Sodexo

Increasing tickets sales and brand awareness
across the UK by delivering digital campaigns
throughout the racing season for various
brands within the group.

50%

increase in online
transactions

Consistently driving up sales, web traffic
and improving the multi-channel customer
experience for the capital’s leading River

0207 164 6658

Thames dining cruise.

185%

Email
marketing@reckless.agency

increase in
mobile sales

Visit
reckless.agency

A variety of brands we have worked with:
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Call

reckless.agency
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